
Optimising Perfusion (+/- Inotropes) 

Taken from lecture by Dr Andrew Inglis at SGH on 26 March 2015. 
  

  
Cardiac Output 
  
BP is a shortcut for CO, but makes lots of assumptions. 

Aim for a CVP in double figures, roughly. 
  
The key thing is to ensure that they are actually perfusing: 
  
-          Are they warm? 
-          What is the cap refill? 
-          Is there a temperature change going peripherally down the limb? 
-          Are they alert and oriented? 
-          Are they passing urine? 
-          Are they oxygenating? 
  
  
Fluid Balance 
  
A physiologically normal person will have about a litre of insensible losses per 
day. A person who is septic, post-op, etc, is not normal and will have more. 
  
A fluid balance chart tends to miss out surgical drains. Check. 
  
Inotropes will not do much for someone who is underfilled. Fill people up. 
  
Use a regular Hb (look at the trend on ABG) as a guide – if they are increasing 
their Hb without having blood products, they are dehydrating themselves no 
matter what the fluid balance chart says. 
  
In “fluid overloaded” people with low albumins, you draw more fluid out of 
the tissue by properly correcting Hb than by temporarily correcting albumin. 
  
  
Tissue Oxygenation 
  
Is dependent on:  -          CO 
    -          SpO2 
    -          Hb 
  
Don’t get obsessed with CO and forget about the other two. 



Inotropes 
  
All inotropes can be given peripherally for a bit, if it’s to buy you time to put 
in a central line / get them somewhere where a central line can go in. It’s not a 
long term plan. Use a big vein. Try not to use the antecubital. 
  
 Norad 

  
 Great in patients who are physiologically otherwise fairly normal – 

people who are young and sick but haven’t got a lot of comorbidities. 
  
 It is in the sepsis protocol, but adrenaline might be better in older 

patients unless you’re confident of their cardiac function and that you 
won’t make their feet drop off. 

  
 It doesn’t work well in patients with abnormally functioning hearts or 

increased systemic vascular resistance, and in those patients check 
cardiac function first. In practice, do this in most older patients. 

  
              It makes aortic regurgitation worse. Don’t. 
  
  
            Dobutamine 
  
              Inodilator. 
  
              Improves perfusion. 
  
 Is good to use in patients with cardiovascular disease, but doesn’t 

improve BP (might drop it). Scary to use if numbers are a bit hairy, so 
not great for sepsis but has a usefulness in other things. 

  
            
            Adrenaline 
  
 Good at improving numbers for long enough to do something about 

the underlying cause. 
  
 Can be used in patients with systemic vascular resistance / cardiac 

disease, and  maintains BP. 
  
 Use it in the people who can't get Norad because of comorbidities but 

whose numbers aren’t good enough to risk Dobutamine.


